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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY / ABSTRACT 

Objectives: The primary goal of the project is to develop and demonstrate a visual analytics 

framework for large-scale time-evolving graphs. We designed and implemented a prototype 

system, we investigated integration-related issues pertaining to graph analysis, visualization, 

and interactive touch interfaces, and we developed techniques to address integration problems 

and to improve the overall performance of visual analytics system.  

Methods: To support the project goal, the project team developed a design framework for 

visual analytics, for real-time interactive analysis and visualization of time-evolving graphs. The 

project involved research in three aspects. (1) Design of a visual-analytics framework to 

facilitate seamless communication between a visualization station (with a large-scale touch 

display) and analytical engine components (2) Development of a visual data browser with multi-

touch browsing capabilities (the visualization station) and tools to query the graphs, and (3) 

Performance evaluation of the framework by experimenting with various data models and 

applying various graph mining algorithms. 

Results: The performance of the visual analytics framework is affected by the performance of 

the analytics server to perform queries on the graphs, the interactive experience provided by 

the visualization station, and the optimization of middleware integration. A data flow design 

was provided that optimizes data flow across various components of the framework. To test 

the performance of the analytics server, the project team experimented with different data 

models to store time-evolving graphs in the graph database, implemented several graph 

analytics algorithms, and tested the scalability of these algorithms. The results show 

improvements in graph query execution performance, especially when compared to storing 

time evolving graphs in a standard SQL based data model. The visualization module provides 

several new interaction modules that provide better ways to navigate through the time-

evolving graphs compared to existing commercially available tools. 

Conclusions: There is a general need for improvements in visual analytics solutions for dealing 

with complex data sets. The ongoing development of visual analytics framework provides new 

knowledge about the challenges for tighter integration of visualization and analytical modules; 

a proposed framework solution including prototype implementation and performance 

improvements were demonstrated. The project outcomes demonstrate potential value for 
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developing visual analytics frameworks for multiple domains such as cyber security, social 

media analytics, and emergency management. 

3. DIFFERENCE FROM THE STATE-OF-THE-ART 

3.1. What is Visual Analytics? 

 With growing information overload, 

decision makers are confronted with 

information that arrives from disparate 

sources, that is dynamic, and often 

conflicting. One of the key distinguishing 

features of visual analytics, as compared 

to automated analysis, is the integration 

of visualization and human’s visual 

exploration components into analytics. 

According to “Illuminating the Path” by 

Thomas and Cook [2] [3], Visual analytics 

is an interdisciplinary field that 

integrates the following areas: 

 An analytical reasoning 

technique that lets users 

obtain deep insights that directly supports assessment, planning and decision making. 

 Visual representations and interaction techniques that exploit the human eye’s broad 

bandwidth pathway into the mind to let users see, explore, and understand large 

amounts of information simultaneously 

 Data representations and transformations that convert all types of conflicting and 

dynamic data in ways that support visualization and analysis 

 Techniques to support production, presentation, and dissemination of analytical results 

to communicate information in appropriate context to a variety of audiences. 

Visual analytics has become a buzz word in the business intelligence domain, and many 

companies including SASTM, IBM SPSSTM, considered leaders in statistical analysis for business 

are pursuing novel ways to improve their data presentation through new products such as SAS 

Visual AnalyticsTM, and IBM’s Many EyesTM. Moreover, several new BI tools such as TableauTM, 

BirstTM and Google Fusion TablesTM also provide various interactive visualization capabilities. 

While these tools provide some basic visualization and interaction capabilities for users to 

interact with the data, these tools are far from promoting analytics discourse with the 

Figure 1 The Visual Analytics process – as illustrated by 
Kiem et al. [5] that comprises of four steps, (a) pre-
processing, (b) layouts, (c) visual interaction and (d) model 
based analysis.  
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visualization environment. The overarching vision of visual analytics is to provide technology 

that combines the strengths of human and electronic processing [1].  

3.2. Time-evolving Graphs 

Graphs are more complex data models compared 

to key-value stores, column stores, relational 

SQL, or document stores. Time evolving graphs 

(or dynamic graphs) add new dimension to 

graphs, as the structure of graphs can change 

over time. Also, a large dataset (comprising 

millions of nodes and edges) of time-evolving 

graphs can exceed the processing capability of 

existing visualization tools. Moreover, manually 

selecting and navigating this dataset is also very 

time consuming and labor intensive. Time-evolving graphs have applications in various domains 

such as cybersecurity, epidemiology networks, social community networks, and 

recommendation networks.  

Following one of the recent definitions by Wehmeut et al. [6], a time-evolving graphs is defined 

by a graph G= (V, E, T), where V is the set of vertices or nodes, E is the set of dynamic edges, 

and T is the set of time instances. Also, E ⊆ (V x T x V x T), e ∈ E, e = (v1, ta, v2, tb), v1, v2 ∈  V, and 

ta, tb ∈  T.  

 

Figure 3 Various representations of dynamic graphs represented as time-varying graphs  

Figure 2 Representation of dynamic edge within a 
time varying graph according to Wehmut et al.[6] 
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Various ways of data representation, storage, visualization, and interaction of time varying 

graphs have have been proposed by recent research [7][8][9][10]. Figure 5 shows some 

representations. Von et al. [11] have proposed interaction techniques such as panning and 

zooming for navigation, fish eye lenses for managing the space, and multiple foci. 

3.3. Uniqueness 

Most of the existing research has 

focused on graph theoretical 

representation of time-evolving graphs, 

visualization of dynamic aspects of 

time-evolving graphs, and interaction 

techniques and tools to interact with 

these graphs. A recent comparative 

study on the landscape of various open-

source and commercially available BI 

platforms [11], and state-of-current 

research in visual analytics capabilities 

of BI systems [12] highlight the 

capabilities and limitations with 

respect to individual components, i.e. 

data management, automated 

analysis, visualization, and system 

architecture. Another survey paper on visual analytics [13] also highlights the state-of-the-art in 

visual analytics and the challenges in individual research areas. However, the visual analytics 

solutions actually lie in the integration of various research areas, and optimization of data 

management, data management, analytics, visualization, and human interaction modules. All 

these business intelligence tools have visual analytics capabilities added into the existing 

platform, hence offer limited flexibility to support visual analytics of complex, and real-time 

datasets. Bridging these disciplines into an integrated framework offers new opportunities for 

researchers to experiment with different visual analytics components to improve the overall 

end-user experience to manipulate the information.  

The uniqueness of the proposed visual analytics framework is in the integration of various 

components, (Refer Figure 4) namely (1) An efficient data model and memory management to 

store, and run graph mining algorithms, (2) interaction techniques based on a touch interface to 

manipulate the graphs with respect to its dynamics, and (3) an integration framework that 

facilitates seamless interaction of graph datasets. The end goal of the framework is to improve 

visual analytics performance by optimizing the design of all the three components.  

Figure 4 Various optimization components within the 

visual analytics framework to improve the overall visual 

analytics system performance 
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4. PROJECT OUTCOMES  

4.1. Visual Analytics Framework 

4.1.1. Design Overview 

At a high level our visual analytics framework has three major components: a data analytics 

engine, a visualization application, and a database. The basic idea of any Visual Analytics (VA) 

system is for the end user to interact with the system through a visualization application and 

receive some new or improved results. To achieve this, the VA system should first encode the 

gestures (here, touch based) and generate the analytics problem for the analysis engine to 

solve. Then the analysis engine retrieves, from the database, the necessary data to solve this 

problem and perform the required complex analysis tasks. These results are finally sent back to 

the visualization application 

for rendering. 

4.1.2. Design Description 

Two top-level components of 

this VA architecture are a 

visualization station and an 

analytics engine/server. The 

primary task of the 

visualization station is to 

identify events, trigger jobs, 

and request the analytics 

server to process and send 

back the results. The two 

components communicate 

over a network connection 

handled by the Boost.Asio API [31]. Whenever an event is identified, the visualization station 

triggers a job by assigning it a unique request identification value and forming the job request 

message. Generating the request ID at this point avoids waiting on a network response from 

the analytics server. Within the analytics server, however, the ID is sent with the request, 

following the template described in the following sections. The job request message consists of 

the type of job to be performed, its identifier, and any other sub graph information (query) 

needed for the job. An analytics session parses the request type and identifier, since the ID will 

be used to index and store the job’s results. After the analytics server receives a request it 

parses the message and adds the job into the priority queue. When the job reaches the highest 

non-empty priority it will be assigned a free worked thread which will get required data from 

Figure 5 A high-level illustration of Visual Analytics 

Framework 
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the database and process the job (priorities and scheduling are discussed further in section 

4.4.4). The worker thread also communicates the status or progress to the visualization station 

continuously. Once the worker thread completes processing the job, it stores the result in the 

result map and, after the visualization station identifies a completed job, the analytics server 

accesses the result map and informs the user. 

To convey job progress and final results, the analytics server and worker threads create a 

network session with the visualization station. Changes to the visual scene from analytics 

results may introduce a thread-safe challenge: data members shared between multiple threads 

(e.g. rendering and network server) cannot be read and updated at the same time. Instead of 

using a locking mechanism such as semaphores, we will queue updates until the end of a 

rendering frame. This may add significant overhead due to scene graph changes, so we limit the 

number of updates per frame to maintain interactive rates.  

 

 

Figure 6 A detailed illustration of interaction among various components within the 

visual analytics framework 
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4.1.3. Job request message template 

Three types of job requests are supported. (1) Create a new job, (2) request results for already-

created jobs, and (3) cancel an already created job (this process will be explained in detail in the 

following section). Each message is sent as a sequence of string characters which can be 

dissolved into tokens (e.g., space character delimited) and all three of the job request messages 

follow a simple and similar template, as shown in Table 1 below. Each message’s first token 

describes the type of job to be done, the second token refers to the request ID created by the 

visualization station for this job, and everything after this is subgraph information. The message 

will be sent to, and processed by an appropriate analysis task. 

Table 1: Job request message template, example job types, and their message formats 

Job Type ID 
Parameter

s 

Output 

Size 

Subgraph 

Information 

Time Scope 

[optional] 

Compute In-degree 

History 
 N/A N/A node [begin end] 

Highest N Nodes for 

Metric 
 metric listSize node [node … node] [begin end] 

Highest N Edges 

Metric 
 metric listSize 

out in [out in … out 

in]  
[begin end] 

List n-Degree 

Neighbors 
 degree N/A node [begin end] 

Time of Highest 

Metric 
 metric N/A node [begin end] 

Retrieve Edge 

Weights 
 thresholds N/A N/A timestamp 

 

For the example of Compute In-degree History, the numeric value represents the job type. We 

will assume this value is 0. A numeric identification will also be generated per request. We will 

assume this value is 1. A user may want the daily history of the word “CIA” over the timeframe 

of July 12, 2014 to July 21, 2014 from a Twitter word graph, where edges represent word co-

occurrences. Table-2 shows a sample request sent to the analytics server, and Table 3 shows 

the result returned to the visualization station. 
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Table 2: Example analytics request 

Job Type  

(Numeric 

Value) 

ID 
Subgraph 

Information 
Time Scope 

0 1 CIA 
7-12-2014 7-21-

2014 

 

Table 3: Example analytics result 

7-12-2014 37 7-13-2014 41 7-14-2014 82 … 7-21-2014 38 

 

4.1.4.  Job creation and priority 

A priority queue will be used to determine job execution order and manage the cancel job 

requests. Each network connection may queue a job request and the system assigns a 

request to a free worker thread when it has the highest priority. The core input/output (I/O) 

service provided by Boost.Asio implements a polling mechanism for handling queued 

operations.  

During all iterations of the I/O service’s polling, at most one network session is created and 

all queued job threads are invoked, up to a specified concurrent maximum. Each job type is 

associated with a C++ function that performs any database queries and computes any 

metrics requested by the user. Threads are created with the Boost thread library, providing 

the relevant function and subgraph information as input. 

4.1.5. Pre-computing module (conceptual) 

Some of the analytics jobs take a considerable amount of time to complete, and usually 

some or all of the analytics engine’s job threads are idle. To use the analytics engine’s 

resources efficiently and complete the jobs faster, some components of the analytics jobs 

can be pre-computed while the analytics engine is idly waiting for the visualization station. 

The job manager maintains a list of possible pre-computation jobs, ordered with a weight.  

The weighted ordering can be updated using job runtime statistics. The list is initially 

populated with the queries in Table 1. Whenever a job is requested, the list of pre-

computation jobs is updated by searching for subgraph information (e.g. node names input 

to a query), or job type, and any matching items are increased in weight. The system also 
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matches queries based on type and number of arguments. For instance, if the user requests 

several jobs with the node “warning” as input, and the query “Compute In-degree History” 

is requested, then the queries “List n-Degree Neighbors” and “Time of Highest Metric” may 

be pre-computed. 

Once the job manager has this list, it retrieves all the pre-computation jobs still to be 

completed and pushes them on to the priority queue using the same polling mechanism as 

above. Pre-computation jobs are assigned the lowest priority, so as not to interfere with 

user-generated requests. The results from pre-computation jobs are stored into a different 

result map, as shown in the network schematic. The pre-computed job’s key is the job 

request string, with all parameter strings (except job ID) concatenated and space-delimited. 

Refer to Table 1 for examples of job request parameters. Before a job thread is added to the 

queue, the job manager first checks the pre-compute table by building the job request 

string or strings from the parameter list. If a match is found, the results are returned as 

below (see Sec. 4.1.6). 

4.1.6. Cancel request for a job 

For cancelling a job that has already been created, the important thing to consider is 

whether the job is active or not. Active here means this job has been assigned a worker 

thread. Two important methods are explored in this process. (1) First of all a reference list 

of jobs requested for cancelling will be created. That is, whenever a request is made to 

cancel a job, its job request ID will be added to this reference list. Then, for any job reaching 

high priority, before creating a worker thread, the cancellation reference list will be 

checked. If there is a match, the job is removed from both the priority queue and the 

reference list, without assigning it a worker thread. (2) The other way of doing this is to 

actively reorder the priority queue every time a cancel job request is made. 

If the job has already been assigned a worker, the worker thread can check this reference 

list while updating the status. The thread can stop execution as well as close any database 

or other server connections to save memory. For threads where little or no status 

information is available (e.g. a single, indivisible database query), a cancel request can 

optionally specify a time constraint after which the thread will be forcibly stopped. 

4.1.7. Result storage, format, and reporting 

The result map stores the results for all the jobs completed. A hash map keyed with Request 

ID contains pointers to the result strings generated as worker threads complete their task. 

When a job request is made and the thread queued, the analytics server allocates a shared 
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memory location, stores the memory address in the result map, and sends the address as a 

parameter to the queued thread.  

Results are formatted as space-delimited strings. For the example Compute In-degree 

History in Table 4, the timestamps and appropriate in-degree values are listed in an 

alternating sequence. The string’s end is denoted with an end of line character. Our working 

dataset has no spaces or non-printable characters. 

As the worker threads process their tasks, any intermediate or partial results are stored in 

the previously allocated string. When the string contains partial results, a flag is set 

indicating such. This is currently implemented by prepending a hint character sequence to 

the result. The analytics server communicates the progress amount and any partial results 

(if available) to the visualization station. There, a visual indication of the progress amount 

updates as new progress amounts arrive. 

When a worker thread completes a job request and saves the results, the analytics server 

sends the results over a network connection. On a connection similar to that discussed 

already, the visualization station listens for results from the analytics jobs it has requested. 

Once the worker thread has reported a nonzero progress level, the visualization station may 

also request a partial result (e.g. the history of a node up to a certain timestamp). 

4.1.8. Framework Implementation: 

A prototype of the visual analytics framework was implemented to evaluate system design. 

The stand-alone application receives network requests from the visualization application, 

spawns worker threads to perform analytics jobs (e.g. database queries, metric 

computation, etc.), and returns results via a similar network channel.  

A sample database (Twitter word co-occurrence, Year 2 CVDI Results) has been created. This 

is a collection of graphs at different timestamps where nodes are the unique words from 

the collection of tweets at any time point and edge presence between two nodes indicating 

that both words occur in the same tweet. Edge weight is the total count of word co-

occurrences from the tweet collection at this time stamp. A set of sample analysis use cases 

has been planned, which capture the gestures from the visual interface to send an analysis 

query to the analytics engine and let the user retrieve and visualize results when available.  

The analytics engine uses the open source version of Neo4j, a Graph database. Various API’s 

were used to handle graph operations. These include Neo5j Java API, Py2neo, Cipher and 

R2Neo4j. 
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Figure 7: Process flow and message sequence for the sample use case 

The Visualization station is a touch-screen based workstation. 2D and 3D graphics were 

implemented using the Open Scene Graph (OSG) C++ library. The memory and thread 

management in the visualization station was handled using Boost library. The automated 

graph layout and export was handled using the OGDF library. The initial graph layout and 

export was performed using Gephi. Microsoft Touch API was used to manage touch events. 

This API is device-diagnostic and can be deployed on many common devices. Python C++ 

binding was used to execute and transport Neo4j C++ Scripts. 

4.2. Visual data browser with multi-touch capabilities 

4.2.1. Graph Retrieval and In-memory Representation 

Graph data is requested from the analytics server based on a given timestamp, or the 

earliest available time if none specified. The visualization station stores each node and edge 

as objects of the appropriate class. Node class implementation dictates how visuals are 

rendered: graphics primitives (e.g., triangle strips and fans) and rasterized text strings. 

Similarly, the implementation of our edge class renders line primitives of varying thickness 

and opacity.    

Internal representation of graphs by the visualization station differs from the analytics 

server for performance reasons. User requests involving metric-based filtering or edges 

incident on a given node can be fulfilled without contacting the analytics server. Within 
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each node object, we store a modest amount of cached data (e.g., node name, degree, and 

average incident edge weight) and references to all incident edges.     

An OpenSceneGraph application collects the graph information and responds to user 

interactions. The circular controller (Sec. 4.2.2, below), nodes, edges, and analytics job 

results exist as objects within the application. References to these objects are contained in 

has maps keyed on the graph data. Nodes are referenced by their name in the dataset. 

Edges are referenced by a pair of strings from the end nodes. Analytics jobs are referenced 

by a pair made of the job type identifier (an integer) and the node or nodes the job 

describes.   

4.2.2. Graph Interaction by Touch Count 

Single finger interactions provide basic selection or activate immediately available results. 

Several instances of this type are given next. 

 Free exploration by dragging the circular control window  

 Configurable auto-highlighting of nodes within circular window (more generally 

subgraphs, see Two Finger below) 

 Listing of node contents within search area as a selectable, sortable list 

 Tapping of pulsing objects or static buttons 

The two finger touch interactions fall into two categories, based on whether the interaction 

builds from a previous single touch.  

 Based on context of first finger highlighting or previously selected subgraph 

o Perform action indicated by button or slider movement. Examples: 

 Highlight N-degree ego network (or overlay with layout adjustment) 

 Query and render history of node degree per timestamp 

 Adjust timestamp rendering of entire graph by moving slider on above 

history 

 When no contextual selection indicated by first finger (touching somewhere outside the 

graph) 

o Perform button or slider action on entire graph. Examples:  

 Filter edge rendering based on weight or  

 Incident node degree 

 Three finger touch interactions adjust the scale and scope of the controller window. 

o Scale circular window (one finger inside, two fingers outside) to zoom-in on 

graph area 

o Scale source of above circular window (three fingers inside) to narrow graph 

area being zoomed 
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 Four or more fingers grab and move objects such as history graphs. 

4.2.3. Design of Selection and Interaction Widget 

The circular control widget combines analytics job creation with several layout controls, a 

sieve-like filter, and selection gestures. Several controllers can be used simultaneously over 

different portions of the graph. 

 

Figure 8: Initial placement of circular control widget. User activates Selection option.  

The lock symbol may be pressed to minimize the controller. 

When initially placed over an area of the graph, the node within the inner hollow circle with 

highest metric value is highlighted red (Figure 10). The metric may be chosen from one of 

several in the “Complete List” drum-style menu. For larger source areas, users may want to 

limit the number of highlighted or visible nodes to make a portion of the graph more 

intelligible. Other selection types (e.g. examples from Table 4) are also available. An upper 

and a lower threshold can be set on the metrics in Use-case II (e.g. in-degree, average edge 

weight, K-L score) with two tabs that move along the outer circle of the controller (see 

Figure 11). The applicable nodes can either be selected (highlighted for later use in an 

analytics job) or made visible (hiding nodes not meeting the above criteria). 

In our ongoing example, the analysis of a specific subgraph begins with the constituent 

nodes and edges being highlighted by such an option. Changing to the “Analysis Option” 

mode, users either use the already selected nodes or perform another select another group 

of nodes with a swiping gesture similar to the path in Figure. As the user’s finger moves 

among the nodes, the closest is toggled any previously highlighted nodes change color to 

emphasize possible section targets. 
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Figure 9: Selected filter chosen from drum-style menu controlled by upper and lower 

parameters.  

Once an analytics job has been created, the progress is available to users in two ways. A text 

log appears as in Figure 15, top-right. Individual reports are selectable by touching an icon 

or any part of the text. The selection also highlights the applicable semi-circle progress 

meter (Figure 15). Other progress meters appear in the graph. A completed analytics job is 

designated by a complete circle and small icon above. Pressing this meter displays the new 

results (not shown). 

 

Figure 10: The nodes input into an analysis job are selected from among previously 

highlighted nodes, toggling selection of the closest. 
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Figure 11: Interactive log and progress meters for active and completed jobs. 

The layout controls include a zoom window with circular source and destination 

adjustments. The source adjustments are performed via a hollow circular widget on the 

interior of Figure 12. Users can narrow or expand the scope of the graph considered when 

zooming and performing other tasks with the overall controller.   

 

Figure 12: Automatic layout of subgraph; nodes only change position within controller. 

The destination adjustments are performed by resizing the entire controller. Size 

adjustments consist of a two-finger drag gesture either inside (source) or outside 

(destination) of the window, while holding a third finger on the controller. The controller's 

destination can also be detached by a four finger drag gesture, allowing it to be positioned 

away from an area of interest.  

Other layout controls include force-directed and algorithmic graph layout, which act on 

nodes within the source area or an adjustable hop distance from a selected node. These 
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interactions help users discover connections and structure within the graph. Figure 16 gives 

an example of such a subgraph. 

4.2.4. Implementation of Selected Interactions 

As mentioned above, our visualization station is implemented as an Open Scene Graph 

application. Several other libraries provide supporting functionalities. The Microsoft Touch 

API provides a unified connection to various touch displays. We are thus able to support 

different devices such as large touch screen and touch-enabled laptops with little to no 

changes in the implementation. The visualization station can be seen running on a laptop in 

Figure 13, left. Open Graph Drawing Framework allows us to quickly arrange subgraphs into 

algorithmically generated layouts. The layouts make label placement and graph structure 

easier to understand (see Figure 13, right). 

The visualization station supports interactive analytics by increasing the level of cooperation 

between the user and the system. In order to keep the human in the loop, we have 

designed interactions that encourage an iterative workflow and integrate the best ways 

humans and machines are able to 

process data. Such workflows 

generally take the form: some 

analysis is triggered, progress is 

communicated, results are 

displayed, and further analysis is 

triggered from within or based on 

the results.  

The zooming and auto-selection 

portions of the circular control 

widget can be used in our 

visualization station. Shown with a 

Figure 13 (Left) Visualization station running on a touch-enabled laptop. 

Figure 14 Control widget and zoom window with 

detached source. 
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detached source in Figure 15, the 

window automatically selects the 

node with the highest average edge 

weight. Only edges with at least one 

end node within the source are 

rendered in the destination. Based 

on a previous node selection, the 

local community is arranged within 

the destination. The secondary view 

(Figure 17, right) of the subgraph 

allows the user to better understand 

the connectivity and relative 

influence of nodes. Changes in node properties (e.g., node degree) over time can be queried 

from the analytics server by creating a job request (Section 2.2). The visualization station 

arranges the job results into a history graph. Values are normalized for consistent graph 

size. Graphs can be interacted with by touch, where a browsing gesture updates the 

rendered graph timestamp to that selected by the user (Figure 15).  

4.2.5. Example Interaction: Selecting the in-degree of a node 

The process sequence (in Figure 9) outlines the use case “Request In-Degree information for 

the selected node.” The user touches a node and holds which is a gesture to get in degree 

of that node between the given time intervals. Then the visualization triggers an event and 

generates a request ID for this job and sends a message (string) to the analytics server 

which then parses the string and sends the job onto the priority queue to get processed. 

When this job gets high priority, a worker thread will be created for this job and in turn this 

worker communicates to the database server to request and get the required data. During 

the entire processing, the worker communicates back to the visualization station about the 

status or progress of the job. After its processing of the data is done, the result will be 

stored in a result map which will be fetched by the visualization station. 

4.2.6. Framework Implementation 

4.2.7. Finding communities from graphs 

The main purpose of this use case is to identify a set of nodes (subgraph) which are tightly 

connected to any selected node(s). This set of nodes (subgraph) identified can be seen as an 

important community for the node(s). 

 

Figure 15 Node history graphs with timestamp 

browsing. 
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4.2.7.1. Identifying important nodes 

Identifying communities for all the available nodes does not make sense at all times, so we 

identify the important nodes and highlight them on the base graph. The importance of any 

node is computed using one or a combination of the following metrics: 

 In-degree: Number of edges that are incident on a given node. Those nodes that satisfy 

a minimum threshold in-degree will be selected. 

 Average Edge Weight: Average of the edge weights from edges incident on any node. 

Nodes satisfying a minimum threshold average edge weight will be selected. 

 Maximum Edge Weight: Maximum of the edge weights from edges incident on a given 

node. Nodes satisfying a minimum threshold maximum edge weight will be selected.  

 Kullback-Leibler (K-L) Score, also K-L divergence: The distance or deviation between two 

data points or distributions. For our purposes, the K-L score computed over cumulative 

edge weight of present and previous time stamps indicates the degree to which a node 

is trending. The formula below computes K-L score of a node P using its cumulative 

frequencies from current (Ncurrent) and previous (Nprevious) time stamps. 

 𝐾𝐿𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑝) = 𝑁𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑃) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑁𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑃)

𝑁𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠(𝑃)
 

4.2.7.2. Identify community for a single selected node 

For any selected single node and for the provided hop length to look up to, we identify nodes 

that are connected and are important using combinations of the above mentioned measures. 

4.2.7.3. Identify community for two or more nodes 

For the selected nodes identify their individual communities first and then visualize a union and 

intersect of those communities at the same time. 

4.2.7.4. Identify valuable path that connects any selected two nodes 

The idea is to establish paths from the base graph that are valuable between the selected 

nodes. The identified path should exhibit following properties: 

a. Minimum path length 

b. Maximum average edge weights 

c. And have trending nodes along the path 
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4.2.7.5. Future work (implementation of other graph operations) 

Some of the possible complex use-cases include Visual Query on the base-graph to extract 

useful information from the graph (finding patterns). Examples include selecting a sub-graph 

(either on the base-graph or a pre-defined template) as a query and look for sub-graphs in the 

base-graph that exhibit similar topological patterns. 

5. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

With the introduction of the time dimension, the data storing and indexing require a more 

complex model to store the graphs. The time-stamp of the graph represents a temporal 

aggregation of the graph and is associated with a time interval, i.e., a start time and end time. 

There are different ways to store the temporal graphs. A separate graph can be stored for every 

time stamp, or time-stamp can be stored on the node, or time-stamp can be stored on the 

edge. 

Experimental Dataset 1: A temporal word co-occurrence graph generated from Tweets was 

used as a sample dataset for data analysis. The dataset was chosen because it is a good 

representation of time-varying graph, and lends itself to analysis on evolutionary properties of 

the graph to track event or topic evolution. In this co-occurrence graph, the nodes in the co-

occurrence graph are words, and edges represent the co-occurrence of words connected by the 

edge. The weights on the edges reveal co-occurrence frequency as it varies over time. The 

visual analytical framework was demonstrated for this dataset. 

Experimental Dataset 2: We have identified some of the cyber security analysis scenarios that 

take advantage of the graph-based representations that can be generated using traffic (IP) flow 

trace datasets. One such scenario is for traffic classification into P2P and normal traffic as 

discovering or identifying P2P traffic. This is done by 

following a sequence of data mining and graph mining 

operations where initially all the flows are clustered 

using the payload information available with each of 

these flows and then Traffic Dispersion Graphs (TDG) 

were built for each of these clusters and will be 

labeled using the abnormal graph properties that 

these P2P TDGs exhibit for graph features such as 

average in-degree, in-out-degree, percent of sink and 

source nodes, etc. The above analysis can be applied 

to identify malware or worm distribution over a 

network or graph of nodes. 

Figure 16  A TDG generated for P2P traffic 

based on Soribada 
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The application of TDG’s for malware detection has been extensively studied in literature 

[14][15][16][17][18][19].  

The following table below summarizes TDG properties that indicate malware obtained from 

literature [14] 

TDG PROPERTIES MALWARE INDICATION  

(TDG CLASS) 

Average In-Degree > 2.8  

In & Out Edges > 1  

P2P traffic 

In & Out > 1  && Diameter > 11 P2P traffic (BitTorrent) 

Sink Vertices > 95%  && GWCC < 5 MyDoom Malware 

Sink Vertices > 95% && Average Out Degree > 150 Bobax Malware 

Sink Vertices > 95%  && Average Out Degree 50 to 150 Slammer Malware 

Otherwise Normal Traffic (HTTP, FTP, etc.) 

 

We have experimented with various publicly available datasets [20][21] to apply the Visual 

Analytics framework for cybersecurity domain, but due the data size limitations (the graph sizes 

are typically only a few thousand nodes), and the inability to study any evolutionary, we have 

used the social media dataset. However, the visual analytics approaches applied for social 

media datasets are also applicable to for cyber security dataset.  

Two different graph data models were experimented with for storing time-evolving graphs in 

the Neo4j Graph database. Neo4j provides easy API and command line interface to create 

nodes, and edges, nodes and establishing relationships. With the current dataset, the node is 

visualized as a point of connection holding a metadata which can establish relationship with 

many other node(s). 
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5.1. Data Model-1: Time-stamp stored on nodes 

In this model, the time stamp is stored on the nodes. Figure 17 shows a visual representation of 

the data model with Neo4j, and Table-4 shows the labeling of nodes. 

 

Figure 17 Visual Representation of Data Model with Neo4j 

Table 4: Node is labeled as Keyword with following metadata 

Metadata 

Field 

Description 

Name Word occurring within dataset 

Timestamp The timestamp at which the event has 

occurred  

xPosition X coordinate of the node at specific 

timestamp 

yPosition Y coordinate of the node at specific 

timestamp 

 

Table 5: All relations are labeled as CONNECTS with following metadata 

Metadata Field Description 

Weight Frequency with which two words occurred simultaneously in 

the dataset 
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Adhering to the current requirements name, timestamp and weight are indexed to get best 

response times. This structure gives leverage to consider this dataset as one complete entity 

addressing specific domain (in this case it is social media). 

As we can observe from Figure 17, when this data model is applied to the dataset, internally 

different graphs for each timestamp are created in the memory. This is because the nodes 

metadata includes timestamp stored as a node property which makes each and every node 

with same name at different timestamps unique, this makes these graphs disconnected. One of 

the major advantages with this design is queries involving timestamps are faster. But on the 

other hand it is slightly slow with queries that do not require timestamp and this takes up more 

disk space as it stores replications of the same node at different timestamps. 

Performance comparison with relational-database: 

A set of Benchmark datasets using the Twitter graphs as seed were created to compare the 

performance for some of the graph operations mentioned below.  

The following graph operations were performed to compare the performance of Neo4j and 

MySQL: 

1. Finding a specific node in a timestamp  

2. Finding a specific nodes in across timestamps  

3. Finding all nodes in specific timestamp  

4. Finding cumulative max edge weight  

5. Finding cumulative edge weight  

Figures 18 and 19 compare the time taken to compute two different simple graph operations 

between Neo4j and MySQL; as it can be observed, as the number of nodes increases Neo4j is 

clearly scalable and outmatched against MySQL. 

These datasets have graphs of different sizes with node counts ranging from 10K to 1 Million. 

We exclude ourselves from benchmarking complex graph operations such as paths, community 

detection, clique extraction, etc. in this experiment as it is not possible to perform such 

operations directly on MySQL. 
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Figure 18: Benchmarking results: all times given in seconds. 

 

Figure 19: Benchmarking results: all times given in seconds. 

5.2. Data Model-1: Time-stamp stored on edges 

In later experiments, a slightly modified alternative design to the previous Neo4J model is 

considered in which the timestamp property is moved from node on to the edge (relationship) 

as shown in the Figure 20 below. As it can be observed from the figure, a single huge graph is 

created instead of multiple graphs for different timestamps like before. But in this design 

multiple relationships (edges) are created between the same two nodes each for different 

timestamps whenever it exists. A major advantage with this design is that node based queries 

are very fast, as there are only few nodes, and it uses slightly less space compared to the above. 

But, performance drops for timestamp based queries. 
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Figure 20: Alternative Visual Representation of Data Model with Neo4j 

Performance comparison of Data-model 1 and Data-model 2: 

In this experiment, we used three different classes of graph operations for benchmarking, 

which are as listed below: 

 Basic Node and Edge based operations 

o Compute in-degree of all nodes at a given timestamp 

o Compute cumulative edge-weight of all nodes at a given timestamp 

o Compute in-degree of a node across all timestamps 

o Compute cumulative edge-weight of a node across all timestamps 

 Traversal Based Operations 

o Single shortest path between two selected nodes at a timestamp 

o All shortest paths between two selected nodes at a timestamp 

o Weighted shortest path between two selected nodes at a timestamp 

 Community Based Graph Operations 

o Extract community of a selected node at a timestamp (identify all nodes that are 

reachable by the selected node within the selected distance) 

o Extract all cliques possible from the graph at any given timestamp (cliques with 

size 3 or triangles)  

For performing benchmarks, we experimented with different configuration settings with 

cache, indexing, and heap size for Neo4j. Indexing provides significant improvement in 

performance, and so does the increase in heap size. So, experiments included indexing and 

the maximum heap size possible (8 GB) with the hardware used. Interestingly, caching has 

different effects on the above three classes of graph operations. We created more 

benchmark datasets for this experiment using the same twitter graphs as seed with graph 

sizes with node count from 400K nodes to 2 Million nodes. 
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Figure 21: Benchmarking results: basic node and edge based operations 

The above Figure 21 compares performance of Neo4j with and without caching for two 

different basic node and edge based operations, and it can be observed with node based 

queries at a single timestamp the execution time increases over time and caching improves the 

performance of such queries drastically. But, in the second case of simple query across 

timestamps, execution time does not increase over time, and here too caching is helpful. 

 

Figure 22: Benchmarking results: traversal based operations. 

 

Figure 23: Benchmarking results: Finding cliques. 

In the case of traversal based operations, Figure 22 shows caching is helpful but not in the 

same magnitude as in basic graph operations; and, with increase in graph size, execution 

time doesn’t change much. 
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For the operation of finding all cliques of size 3 (triangles) from the graph at a specified 

timestamp as it can be observed from Figure 23 caching doesn’t help at all and the 

execution time increases with graph size linearly. 

6. FUNCTIONALITY OF INNOVATIONS 

The key innovation of the project is an integrated visual analytics framework design that 

offers improved performance to run visual analytics queries on time-evolving graphs. The 

framework design includes integration of (1) efficient data model and memory 

management techniques to store and run various graph operations, (2) touch interaction 

techniques to efficiently formulate and manipulate the graphs, (3) an integration framework 

that facilitates seamless interaction of graph datasets.  

7. CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 

There is a general need for improvements in visual analytics solutions for dealing with 

complex data sets. The ongoing development of a visual analytics framework provides new 

knowledge about the challenges for tighter integration between visualization and analytical 

modules, a proposed framework solution, and prototype implementation of visual-analytics 

framework. The project outcomes in terms of performance improvements and new visual 

interaction techniques, when applied to time-evolving graphs, demonstrate potential value 

for developing visual analytics frameworks for multiple domains such as cyber security, 

social media analytics, and emergency management. 

Planned future improvements for the project are the following: 

1. Extension of analytical engine to include (a) implementation of more graph operations 

including network sampling, betweenness centrality, and finding subgraph patterns for 

time-evolving graphs, (b) investigating data management and indexing features to 

support various graph operations 

2. Development of visual interaction techniques for searching time varying graphs based 

on node, edge, and time properties 

3. Application to cyber security: Application of the visual analytics framework to track real-

time temporal evolution of malware patterns for cybersecurity, and cyber defense 

related applications. 

4. Implementation of end-to-end framework for real-time data collection, management, 

analytics, visualization, and visual interaction of nodes. 
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8. IMPACT & USE/BENEFITS 

Several companies in the business intelligence domain such as SASTM, IBM SPSSTM are pursuing 

novel ways to improve their data presentation through new products such as SAS Visual 

AnalyticsTM, and IBM’s Many EyesTM. Moreover, several new BI tools such as TableauTM, BirstTM 

and Google Fusion TablesTM are also providing some basic interactive visualization capabilities. 

While these tools provide some basic visualization and interaction capabilities for users to 

interact with the data, these tools are far from promoting analytics discourse with the 

visualization environment.  

Real-world phenomenon - such as the evolution of social community networks, infrastructure 

networks, epidemiology networks, and IP traffic networks can be modeled as time-evolving 

graphs using data from real-time data sources. The time-dimension of these graphs introduces 

additional complexity to process, store, analyze, and visualize the data – which cannot be 

handled efficiently by existing decision support tools. Most of the existing tools summarize or 

provide aggregate statistics on these time evolving graphs. Hence it is very labor intensive and 

time consuming to navigate through historical data to see emerging patterns. The visual 

analytics framework and prototype we provided provides new knowledge in terms of designing 

visual analytics platforms for handling high volume, high velocity, and highly relational data that 

has board applications for investigative analysis – especially in cybersecurity, infrastructure 

surveillance, homeland security, and emergency management. 
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